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16.12.09 
Woman’s attractive state of no-resistance 

 
There are people, especially some women, who by nature live in a state of no-

resistance. In general they will be (very) attractive and men can’t resists their attractive easy-
going and -flowing no-resistance. Men Know they have to Go into Women’s Body – ‘Body’ 
in the broadest sense of the word – and this no-resistance of these women seems the easiest 
way. 

The ‘problem’ here is that these women have no resistance in general, so also not 
against the Lie. They, seemingly, flow with and accept everything as it comes, which basic 
attitude keeps their Body nicely soft, open, non-resistant, inviting, attractive. 

They, by nature, don’t (‘Want to’) Distinguish. Truth and Lie, it’s all the same for 
them. Energy, streaming, flowing is their world – not Knowing that that world is a Lie, in 
itself, if separate from – or not Consciously Embedded in – the World of Truth Beyond 
Energy, as indeed is the case here. 

These women live one side of the Coin of Life: no resistance. The other side, 
resistance, however, is also Integral, Natural and even Necessary, Functional Part of the 
(Wholistic) Process of Human Development. Resistance is not wrong. It’s part of (Divine) 
Nature. Only if Truth and Lie meet however – or: Light and Dark, Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness1 – ‘Resistance’, naturally, manifests as feelable cramp in the Body. In 
Reality this means it is always the case, as the Meeting of Truth and Lie is a Continuous One, 
but usually cramp is kept far away from Consciousness. 

Anyway, by Nature someone is – also, next to accepting it as part of the Whole, of 
Reality, of Truth – Repulsed by the Lie and this Repulsion has its Function, it’s not a personal 
matter, liking, preference, strangeness or whatever. So, if someone flows with the Lie he or 
she usually denies the Natural Repulsion for the Lie he or she gets in touch with in whatever 
way or situation and in general, it’s put away under the carpet because not serving the 
interests of this person at the moment in the situation. 

In this state of one-sided and (although natural and not wrong in itself) ego-based no-
resistance, in this state of no-discrimination, one can – extremely put – be and stay friends 
with everyone. People, at least superficially and at first sight, like you, are attracted to such a 
one. But in the end, all these friends ‘in the world of Energy’ don’t satisfy her, at all even. 
And she would lose a lot if not all of them if she’d start to Allow Discrimination. 

For True friends the Heart is Needed, that is: the Whole. Only the Heart ultimately can 
‘make’ friends. In the End it would appear, if by Grace she would Go that far – but she won’t 
– that Truth (or the Heart) Itself is one’s only Friend. And This is exactly what she, by her 
original Egoic Female nature sacrificed. 

                                                
1 It can also be turned around. The women of seeming no-resistance have in Fact a huge resistance: to Truth. 

Only, they manage to not feel it, they turn immediately their heads or eyes (or in Fact: Consciousness) away 
as soon as (something of) their so far unFelt Lie is about to be brought to and Seen in the Light. 
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If this type of beautiful or attractive woman would allow the other side of Nature, 
Resistance (to Lie), if she would start to Distinguish, Discriminate – which she does in fact, 
but unconsciously and always in relation to her own (form-)interests (and not to Truth) – she 
would, she fears, lose her ‘Beauty’, lose her free streaming, flowing. And this fear is not 
totally unjustified, but not True either in the End. 

She will lose her seeming power, her illusion of control – illusion, for in Truth things 
don’t happen by her, or in general, not by Energy as the Motivator, the Drive, Impulse, the 
Source. She fears that in allowing Discrimination she wouldn’t be able any more to get every 
man(-form) – and seemingly Man Himself – in her web of (gross and subtler, spiritual (or: 
growth)) interests, wouldn’t be able any longer to Seduce in the Dark the best or even any 
form of Man with an interesting energy or consciousness into her so far Open Body, whether 
physical or (mostly) energetic Body. 

In fact what would happen is that She herself would not be interested any more in the 
game of flowing, attracting, seducing, manipulating and testing. The difficulty for her here is 
that if she’d finally stop to Non-Discriminate she’d start to lose interest in her own interests – 
as in the Light of Consciousness interests fall away naturally as illusions – and this feels like 
losing the content of the interests itself. Because this type of ‘flowing woman’ is always very 
afraid (in general), it’s almost impossible to let this switch or change happen, her resistance to 
surrender her nice and easy-going and promising (for ever promising) and seemingly safe 
state of no-resistance is almost insurmountable. 

The woman in question is aware of her attractiveness – but she Knows somewhere that 
this power of her beauty is based on false and therefore unstable grounds. And she fears that 
in allowing the Truth the Lie behind her beauty will be revealed, that her beauty will appear to 
be Empty. This fear is, again, not unfounded. Without Truth Being Present, Seen and Lived as 
Heart-Body, her beauty is indeed Empty, just form, energy, not more than an indication of the 
Truth of Heart and Body Being One, of the Formless and the Form Being One, of 
Consciousness and Energy Being One. 

But the Sign – any sign – is inherently deluding. Why, when being with this attractive 
Woman, does Man have the intuitive (but hard to really get, locate, put the finger on) feeling 
that it is as if she’s not ‘home’, she’s not there. Even during making love with her it is – 
although, and confusingly, it can be very nice and energetically satisfying – as if he’s making 
love to a coat, a coat with no content. He feels not obstructed, not resisted, energetically 
received, but on a Deeper Level or even at all not Received, not Truly Loved, Welcomed, 
Seen. And, intuitively but still, he can even feel misused – she wanted to be Close(r) to his 
Heart but didn’t give herself, didn’t Show this Openly but ‘just’ opened her body – even 
though, of course, he followed the attraction or seduction himself and is and might even 
Know to Be Totally Responsible for what Happens. 

He is – and it’s not wrong at all and Seen from a Deeper Perspective it is even 
Necessary that he is – seduced by her seeming no-resistance to him, to Man. Once he is with 
her he can (start to learn to) say No to her hidden resistance to his Truth as Man, to the 
Whole, to his Heart. Blessed he who is offered the chance to Discover about and Learn to say 
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No to the Deep Hidden Lie in this world – and being with the Woman of no-resistance is very 
good in this respect as she became the world – or should I say ‘blessed the world’? 

What Man – faced with her beauty and in case he ‘stubbornly’ kept on Feeling instead 
of taking it easy in supposing that all is OK now, now he got the Female Beauty ‘and’ even 
Energy – came to See-Feel is that the Heart is missing. ‘Even’ during making love this 
appears to be so, but in fact especially during making love this can be noticed by the Sensitive 
(or: Fundamentally not Deluded or Deludable) Man, as this is the moment where there are, in 
principle, no (or less) distractions and Oneness of Man and Woman could, in principle, take 
on Form. Where is the Intimacy though? Where, in all the energetic hustle and bustle? 

He finds, behind the apparent, behind the attractive state of (energetic) no-resistance, 
that she resists Him – Man in Fact – like hell. The more his Love for Her – or in Fact his Love 
as Himself, Which is Totally Including, Embracing, Heart-Surrounding her – manifests, the 
more she appears to resist him in fact and appears to always already have resisted him, Man. 
And one thing is for sure. As long as she manages to seduce and Delude Man with her 
seeming no-resistance to him, her seeming love for him, with her seemingly freely streaming 
Energy, her huge resistance to him, to (Live in and as) his Heart in Fact, will remain firmly in 
place – but hidden. 

Man, to be Wholly Man, and therefore to Wholly See-Feel Woman, is to Learn to See-
Feel through the Lie of the attractive juicy streaming ‘no-resistance’ Woman. This he cannot 
do from the sidelines. He must go in the Lie. He must let himself be seduced into Her – and 
this is part of nature already, so no problem. Man is already attracted there, into Woman’s 
seemingly Open and Soft and Sexually present Energy, Her Female Moving Beauty. 

If Man allows this Seduction – as Heart, and this Heart is in Fact exactly and 
Ultimately what the Woman tries to Seduce and Get and Keep with her – he will, after a 
Necessary Struggle (with Himself ‘and’ with the Woman) Find out that her seeming no-
resistance, her seeming Beauty, is in fact hiding a Huge Clot of Darkness, ‘Dirt’, Resistance, 
which, if Man finally is confronted with this, cannot else than Repulse him, if he wants or not 
but just as a matter of nature. 

Just a matter of nature as well is that he won’t leave her because of this (which is what 
Woman is afraid of if it finally would be Revealed, the quantity of it as well as the quality). It 
is the ‘Dirt’ that she gathered all the while in her lifetime(s) and masked, if not perfected in its 
opposite, anyway protected  against letting Man’s Light Shine on it so far – as this would 
have crushed her picture of being the ‘Beauty-Queen’. 

In general it can be said that if following Her Seduction happens ‘too early’ in man’s 
life – even though from the Perspective of (timeless) Truth ‘too early’ doesn’t exist indeed – 
if Man’s Heart doesn’t Recognize Itself therefore to be the Heart, the Core, the Source, the 
Truth of and Beyond things, of and Beyond all, including of and Beyond Woman’s (seeming) 
Beauty and Her seeming ‘Dirt’ or Darkness, man will get lost in Woman’s more or less (but 
always to whatever extent) Unconscious games, in Her Seducing Lie that, Ultimately, She 
Wants to Be Freed from Finally – by Man (as She (as) Herself cannot Do this). 

He will be confused by the Paradox of her Beauty and her simultaneous (but difficult 
to catch) Ugliness and thus cannot Bring Clarity, Space, Heart in the Relation(ship), no Man 
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therefore. ‘Too early’ or not, normally and so far in history Woman always wins – and 
therefore loses, therefore stays stuck in her seeming state of no-resistance, in her huge 
resistance to Man, to Be Whole therefore, to Be Hearted. 

You might have noticed that I suddenly started to speak of ‘Woman’ here and not of 
‘this type of Woman’ or ‘the woman of no-resistance’. This is not by accident, as ultimately it 
is so that this type of Woman is in fact present and active in every Woman-form (and ‘even’ 
in Man-forms). Some woman-forms just show more extreme, almost perfectly, the archetype 
of the Beautiful Seducing Deluding (and seemingly successful but secretly unHappy2) 
Woman. 

Anyway, it’s a long way Down for Man to Go that Deep to Be Able to See through the 
Inherent Lie of Energy, or Shakti if you wish, of the (perfected) Mask. That is: it is a Lie as 
long as She is not Consciously Surrendered in Truth, in Man, in the Heart, the Source, as long 
as She is deluded to believe that Her Energy is self-existing, in control and valuable in and as 
itself, not Needing or in fact not Being Part of but using Man. 

May you as man make this lifetime a small or even bigger step in this (Fundamental) 
Direction of Seeing and Piercing through the Lie – out of Selfless Love for Woman, Woman 
as She Is Beyond but not Separate form Her Inherent Deluding Force. May you therefore 
Manifest Love on earth. 

Woman, may you have or find back the humbleness to Honour this. 

                                                
2 It would be Humbling for the woman of no-resistance to Admit that she’s unHappy, that she misses 

Something, the Heart, that she misses resistance even. Any choice – and a choice is always made 
unconsciously – makes one unHappy, missing the Whole, the Heart, also if the choice is the seemingly safe 
choice of no-resistance that inherently and energetically feels better than (the pain of) resistance but on 
Deeper Level Feels awful. (The ‘choice’, by the way, is made early in life already or even before being born 
and is not made after pondering and comparing the pros and cons.) 


